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February has been playing havoc with my
thermostat !  -10F degrees one day,  50F the
next ,  staying comfortable in the second month
of the year is  a chal lenge.  Lucki ly ,  we're
already accepting WindowDresser customers
for our bui ld in the fal l ,  so i f  you're feel ing the
chi l l ,  now is a great t ime to s ign up.  Check out
the detai ls  below. Be sure to read our piece
honoring Black HIstory Month,  Ashton's
thoughtful  work on the environmental  impact
of the winter sports industry and our search
for EV owners for an event in Apri l .   

See you in Mud Season!
Mol ly Smith -  Chair ,  Hartford Energy
Commission 

TO ENSURE THAT ENERGY SUPPLIES WILL
BE RELIABLE, AFFORDABLE AND

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND

INCREASE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF
ENERGY ISSUES 

PROMOTE LEAST COST PLANNING

PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL
RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES

REDUCE ENERGY DEMANDS FOR
TRANSPORTATION

REDUCE THE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH ENERGY

CONSUMPTION

REDUCE THE OVERALL ENERGY
CONSUMPTION WITHIN THE TOWN

TO SAVE FINANCIAL AND NATURAL
RESOURCES BY ENCOURAGING THE

CONSERVATION AND EFFICIENT USE OF
ENERGY IN THE TOWN AND REGION

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greetings!Our Goals:

Molly Smith -  Chair
Lynn Bohi

Ashton Todd
Jesse Pollard

 



DO YOU OWN AN 

VEHICLE?
Come show it off at our EV "Show and Tell"
Event on Saturday, April 23rd, 10am-1pm at

Marion Cross School in Norwich!
 

We are seeking electric vehicle owners who are willing and able to
come to this event with their vehicle and talk to interested

participants on what it's like to be an EV owner. The goal is to
dispell misconceptions about electric vehicles and show that they

are wonderful cars to own and drive in the Upper Valley. 
 

This event is free and open to the public. We'll have electric
bicycles to try, charging demonstrations, and many different

types of EVs for people to see up close. 
 

If you have an EV and would like to participate, please write to
Molly at MSMITH@Vermontlaw.edu 

 



During Black History Month, we at HEC
would like to recognize some BIPOC

scientists and honor their contributions to
the field of science and the world at large. 
The following list is from CBC radio, August 13, 2021 and Live Science.com June 10, 2020.

Charles Henry Turner 1867-1923 biologist, neurologist,
psychologist who studied animal cognition finding that
animals can hear and learn by trial and error.
Percy Lavon Julian 1899-1975 chemist who used plants to
develop medicines including for glaucoma, fire retardants,
steroids, and birth control. He had 100 chemical patents. 
Sophia B. Jones 1857-1938 nurse with a focus on health equity,
training nurses, practicing medicine, and starting public health
programs.

Scientists from History 
 

Dr. Charles Henry Turner



Alice Ball 1892-1916 used plants to develop the first treatment
for leprosy and made it possible to deliver the treatment in a
shot.
Chris Lightfoot Roman 1889-1961 worked in industrial medicine
and concentrated on preventing accidents in the workplace.
He was the only Black to work in an Army Hospital in France in
World War II.
Chris Drew 1904-1950 developed methods to store blood, and
created the first blood bank.
Rebecca Lee Crumpler 1831-1895 wrote medical textbooks and
treated women, children and freed slaves.
Daniel Hale Williams 1856-1931 first cardiologist to perform a
successful open heart surgery, and founder of a Black owned
hospital and training school.
Patricia Bath 1942-2019 ophthalmologist and laser scientist
who created a community ophthalmology clinic to care for
underserved people. She co-founded the American Institute
for the Prevention of Blindness, and developed a method to
remove cataracts.

Dr. Patricia Bath



Katherine Johnson 1918-2020 mathematician at NASA, known
as a human computer. John Glenn asked her to check the
mechanical computer’s work before he went into space.
Mary Jackson 1921-2005 mathematician and aerospace
engineer at NASA. She was the first Black female engineer. She
worked in wind tunnels research and wrote a dozen research
papers about airflow. 
Annie Easly 1933-2011 mathematician at NASA who helped
design nuclear reactors and wrote code for energy systems in
hybrid-electric vehicles and rockets.
Emmett Chappelle 1925-2019 a biochemist who researched the
ability of living organism to produce light, studied breathable
air for astronauts, and pondered extraterrestrial life on other
planets.



Gladys West; mathematician, who programmed and analyzed
satellite data, made a model of the earth with gravitational
and tidal information. Her ideas lead to GPS.
Chandra Prescod-Weinstein; cosmologist, who studied
theoretical and observational physics. She studied subatomic
particles relationship to dark matter, and quantum field
theory.
Vernard Lewis; entomologist, who studied urban insects. He
published 150 studies about their habits and how to
exterminate them.
Alexander Jones; archaeologist, who created the PBS series
Time Team America with high and middle school students and
recorded human activity during the ice age and more. 
Danielle Lee; biologist, who studied animal behavior relative to
ecology and evolution. This lead to training animals to sniff out
hidden land mines. 
James West; physicist, who developed the microphone used in
today’s cell phone and hearing aids and wrote books on solid
state physics.

Present Day Scientists
 

Dr. Chandra Prescod-Weinstein



NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS
FOR WINDOW DRESSERS!

 
Leaky windows got you feeling blue (with cold)? Want to

lower your carbon footprint AND save money at the same
time? We can help!

The Hartford Energy Commission in partnership with the
Hartland Energy Committee are co-sponsoring a

WindowDressers community build in November, 2022!

What is a WindowDressers Insulating Window
Insert?

These inserts have a solid pine frame that are custom made
to fit your individual windows, based on laser
measurements made by our measuring team. Once
assembled, the frames are shrink-wrapped with two sheets
of clear, but durable, plastic film, and are fitted with a foam
gasket around the outside for a snug, but removable fit.
They may be inserted into window frames during the cold
months and removed and stored during the warm ones.
Inserts are built to last for multiple seasons, if properly
cared for. The inserts work by reducing window air leaks
and increasing energy efficiency in your home. Some
mobile homes do not have window sills large enough for the
inserts, but we are working with Cover Home Repair and
WindowDressers to come up with a solution to help make
the inserts fit. 



Photo source: https://gnat-tv.org/video-announcement-windowdressers-show-us-how-to-beat-heating-costs/

How does the process work?

Once you decide you want the inserts, you’ll sign up either
by contacting us to walk you through the process, or going
directly to the WindowDressers website and clicking, “Order
Inserts” and selecting Hartford or Hartland as your town.
Our measuring team will come to your home in the late
spring and measure all the windows you want inserts for
and send the measurements to the WindowDressers
headquarters. In November, WindowDressers will deliver all
the materials and equipment for the inserts and we will hold
a community build. Insert customers and volunteers alike
will gather (in accordance with COVID safety protocols, of

 course!) and spend 3-4 days building the inserts from the
kits. All customers are expected to volunteer for the build.
There will be food, music, and community! No prior
experience or special skills necessary to participate!



How much do they cost? 

Cost is determined by size of your windows and can range from
$20-$60. However, a moderate sized insert is expected to save
$21-$27 in fuel cost per window each winter, meaning they pay for
themselves in saved heating costs within 1-2 seasons. If cost is a
limiting factor for you, we can help! Efficiency Vermont offers $100
rebates with a minimum order of 3 inserts, and WindowDressers
also provides the opportunity to apply for up to 10 inserts for FREE
(available to low-income customers only). The best part? You can
apply for these rebates and saving every year, until each window
in your house is covered!

The Hartford + Hartland build is tentatively scheduled to
take place November 3rd-November 10th, 2022, but we
expect a lot of participation and have limited space, so sign
up with us today!

For more information, questions, or to sign up for the build,
email us at hhwindowdressers@gmail.com. To learn more
about WindowDressers, check out their website here:
https://windowdressers.org/

Save money, stay warm, and reduce your carbon footprint
all at the same time with WindowDressers!

mailto:hhwindowdressers@gmail.com
https://windowdressers.org/


To Ski or Not to Ski, That is the
Environmental Question

By. Ashton Todd
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Like it or not, sports are probably the most honest
reflection of humanity in this current age. The

pandemic forced basketball into a brief hibernation
and then a hyper-secure bubble. Debates about trans

rights reach inflection points on tracks and fields
around the world. And, most recently, the Beijing

Winter Olympics provided an international platform for
us humans to examine the environmental toll of sports.

 
 

 



There are many aspects to all Olympics that are singular in their
devastation compared to the normal ways we recreate. The giant
host stadiums that have been built for a few hours of
entertainment and nothing else. The millions of tourists that fly in
from all over the globe for two weeks. China has never been a
darling of the green wave, and the pronouncement by the CCP to
burn coal night and day to ensure adequate energy supply for the
games is really just par for the course for the world’s second
largest economy; to construct the National Alpine Ski Center in
Yanqing, the Chinese government tore through the former central
piece of the Songshan National Nature Reserve, a park founded
to protect its dense forests (this construction required the removal
of nearly 20,000 trees over the course of a few years). Again, this
is a singular devastation that deserves its own volume of
literature. 

However, normal ski resorts already exist and don’t require much
new construction on a year-to-year basis. Therefore, what this
piece intends to investigate is simply the carbon footprint of
skiing, as well as the effects climate change has already rendered
on the industry. Let’s actually start with this latter point.

 



According to the Copernicus Climate Change Service, winter 2020
was the warmest on record: 3.4C hotter than the 1981-2010
average. Continue at this rate, experts say, and there’ll be no snow
in 100 years time. The message is clear: change or face a future
without skiing. 
In response to how climate change is impacting the winter in the
Northeastern U.S., Vermont’s Bromley Mountain Ski resort
completed a 615-kW solar project. The new project will harness
clean, locally generated solar power to help Bromley reach its
sustainability goals. The mountain solar farm is projected to
generate enough electricity to power 70 average households per
year and offset the emissions of 120 passenger vehicles annually.
What’s more, Bromley Mountain continued to create new energy-
saving methods for its snowmaking machines, upgrading them
with new motors to increase efficiency. 
Bromley Mountain Resort isn’t the only ski resort taking
advantage of the sunshine up in the mountains. In Colorado — a
state that enjoys nearly 300 sunny days per year (and is one of
the best states for solar incentives) — Aspen Ski Company (ASC)
has installed a 147-kW solar array. Though this isn’t quite enough
to power the entire resort, ASC exemplifies how sustainability
strategies are evolving along with lowered costs of solar, solar tax
credits and growing awareness around a changing climate. 



Meanwhile, in Colorado, Vail resort is so far making good on its
‘Epic Promise’ to achieve zero net emissions and zero waste to
landfills by 2030, with 50% progress toward this goal by 2025. It
has installed low-energy snowmaking equipment, adopted green
standards for building and construction, planted or restored forest
impacted by the resort and partnered with Eco-Products on
restaurant supplies — initiatives that have been adopted in Vail
Resorts’ slew of ski areas across North America.
Snow-making is one of the most energy-intensive aspects to the
ski industry, as it relies on an increasingly precious resource:
water. A 2016 study found that it takes 74,600 gallons of water to
cover a 200 by 200-foot plot with 6 inches of snow. Technology
has come a long way in 6 years, so that number has decreased
considerably, but it should still give us a good idea of what’s
required to keep a mountain covered. 

Another potential problem with the displacement of water is
more-so the displacement of what’s in the water. There have been
instances where minerals such as zinc, copper, lead, and other
metals have been found in water being used for snow. Even if it is
clean water being used, taking water out of streams and lakes
can have some seriously negative effects on aquatic life.
So all in all, there are plenty of negative effects when using so
much water, however, often the water is going to end up in the
same reservoirs and streams that it came from. For example,
Boreal Mountain, in Truckee, CA, chooses to use the water from its
own wells, therefore no foreign minerals are being brought into
the environment, and most of the water returns to where it came
from. In addition to where the resort gets its water, Boreal has also
implemented a new model of snow-machine that is setting the
standard for efficiency and water usage.

http://www.rideboreal.com/winter/index.html


These statistics might seem overwhelming and present a hopeless
case, but we at HEC feel the exact opposite when reviewing the
data. We have made TREMENDOUS progress in the past decade
alone in making skiing a far less impactful activity. Moreover, it’s
because of the sheer enthusiasm we have for the outdoors that
we’ve wielded this change.
The National Rifle Association (NRA) is not a group most would
associate with skiers and snowboarders. But these cohorts have
more in common than you might expect. The NRA has outsized
power in Washington despite its middle-of-the-road spending on
lobbying (their election spending is a fraction of what companies
or individuals invest in attempting to sway polls).
The NRA is not successful because of its money. To be sure, it is
hard to be a force in American politics without money. The NRA
has money that it uses to help its favored candidates get elected.
But the real source of its power comes from voters.
As the chairperson of Protect Our Winters’s board, Auden
Schendler has talked about the NRA as an inspiration for years.
POW’s mission is to mobilize millions of outdoorsy people to
climate action. Although POW originally focused on snow sports
like skiing and snowboarding, the organization’s target
demographic now includes climbers, trail runners, and bikers as
well.

 



POW mobilizes its base by reframing the political identity of an
outdoors person, complete with voter guides and influencers. No
longer are skiers and snowboarders just people who like chasing
powder for fun; they are citizens of the “Outdoor State,” a body
politic that demands their allegiance and fidelity.
Skiing has changed a lot in just a generation. We likely won’t get
back to April powder days, but we can use our love of the
mountain to keep our winters from getting even shorter. Let’s start
with personal responsibility: maybe don’t fly to Switzerland or
Argentina to ski, but keep it local. It might not be as glamorous,
but it will help fund your community resort and reduce your
carbon footprint. On a grander scale, elect politicians who believe
in climate change, who implement policies that financially
incentivize clean energy and punish corporations and institutions
that continue to unnecessarily pollute. 
Beijing was a terrible example of how we should approach our
winters. Let this image be a reminder of how we can always do
better.




